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	Practical Spring LDAP is your guide to developing Java-based enterprise applications using the Spring LDAP Framework. This book explains the purpose and fundamental concepts of LDAP before giving a comprehensive tour of the latest version, Spring LDAP 1.3.2. It provides a detailed treatment of LDAP controls and the new features of Spring LDAP 1.3.2 such as Object Directory Mapping and LDIF parsing.


	LDAP has become the de-facto standard for storing and accessing information in enterprises. Despite its widespread adoption, developers often struggle when it comes to using this technology effectively. The traditional JNDI approach has proven to be painful and has resulted in complex, less modular applications. The Spring LDAP Framework provides an ideal alternative.


	What you’ll learn

	
		A simpler approach to developing enterprise applications with Spring LDAP
	
		Clear, working code samples with unit/integration tests
	
		Advanced features such as transactions and connection pooling
	
		A deeper look at LDAP search and out of the box filters supplied by the framework
	
		New features such as Object Directory Mapping and LDIF parsing
	
		Detailed treatment of search controls and paged result implementation
	
		Helpful tips that can save time and frustration



	Who this book is for


	This book is ideal for anyone with Java and Spring development experience who wants to master the intricacies of Spring LDAP.
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Group-based Cryptography (Advanced Courses in Mathematics - CRM Barcelona)Birkhauser, 2008

	This book is about relations between three different areas of mathematics and theoretical computer science: combinatorial group theory, cryptography, and complexity theory. It is explored how non-commutative (infinite) groups, which are typically studied in combinatorial group theory, can be used in public key cryptography. It is also shown...
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ASP.NET 2.0 Website Programming: Problem - Design - Solution (Programmer to Programmer)Wrox Press, 2006
Completely rewritten and fully updated for ASP.NET version 2.0, this example-driven book describes from start to finish how to design and implement in C# a complete ASP.NET 2.0 website that contains many of the features that you can expect to find in a modern content-related and e-commerce site: forums, polls, newsletters, article management,...
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Database Modeling for Industrial Data Management: Emerging Technologies and ApplicationsIdea Group Publishing, 2006
Collecting and presenting the latest research and development results from the leading researchers in the field of industrial database modeling, Database Modeling for Industrial Data Management: Emerging Technologies and Applications provides a single record of current research and practical applications in industrial database modeling. This book...
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Flash Cartoon Animation: Learn from the ProsFriends of Ed, 2003

	You want to make an animated film. You've got the idea. You've got Macromedia Flash. But where do you start? What's the best way to script your cartoon, how do you start animating with Flash, what do you really need to know in order to get your ideas out there to make you famous?


	Who better to ask than two seasoned...
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Robot Brains: Circuits and Systems for Conscious MachinesJohn Wiley & Sons, 2007
Haikonen envisions autonomous robots that perceive and understand the world directly, acting in it in a natural human-like way without the need of programs and numerical representation of information. By developing higher-level cognitive functions through the power of artificial associative neuron architectures, the author approaches the issues of...
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Pro WCF 4: Practical Microsoft SOA ImplementationApress, 2011

	This book is a complete guide to Windows Communication Foundation (WCF) from a service-oriented architecture (SOA) perspective. With each new version of the .NET Framework, Microsoft has improved many key areas of WCF. In .NET 4.0, Microsoft has given developers a better experience and enabled them to become more productive. The book not only...
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